1. Insert one or two SIM cards and a microSD card, if any.

2. Attach our:
   - ACC-A21 antenna to the leftmost antenna connector (labelled Wi-Fi), if needed; and
   - ACC-A32H or A33 to the second leftmost and to the two rightmost antenna connectors (labelled Cellular Main, GNSS and Cellular Diversity).

3. Use either our ACC-PS2x-F power adapter or your own power adapter* with our ACC-CA10 or ACC-CA10-F power cord.

4. Plug:
   - a serial cord into E210 series’ 9-pin female sub-D header; and / or
   - one or two Ethernet cords into its RJ-45 headers.

* Provided its output voltage fell inside E210 series’ 8 V – 32 V range